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3rd - 5th May 2017

Listen-In

Sync-Down

Co-Arise

A three-day event exploring mind-body connections and live encounters

FLARE 3

FLARE is supported by:FLARE is funded by:



All events are free but booking is essential

Harriet Plewis and Nicola Singh · They Go Into a Little Room · Performance

Participants of Helen Collard's collaborative work Public Address System at Flare 2

FLARE (Forum for Living Art Research and Education) was set up in 2015 by three PhD students
from Northumbria University as a platform to share research and practice through performance

art, technology, sound, community and environment.
FLARE is a research platform to nurture a transversal dialogue focusing on the ways in which
performance and bio-art may open up new modes of thinking. FLARE hopes to inspire fresh
ways of attending to mind/matter entanglements that can contribute to the imagining of more

equitable futures.

Our contemporary time is fractured, community and ecological crisis are ever present. Our
minds, bodies and souls cut apart. FLARE 3 presents Sync-Down, Co-Arise and Listen-In, an
exciting 3-day contemporary art event, bringing together artists and academics with participants

and audience from around the UK, Spain and Holland for three days of practical creativity
exploring our ecologies and connections through daily practices, workshops, talks, screenings

and performances.

Denys Blacker, Victoria Gray and Lee Hassall · Improvisation with eyes shut at Flare 1



The Six Healing Sounds · Denys Blacker
The Six Healing Sounds have their origins in the disciplines of ancient Chinese physical and
spiritual training practices, that experience the human organism as a dynamic of interactive
energies in constant transformation. The exercises we will do are adapted from the teaching of
Tew Bunnag as a way to promote presence, connection and attention.
Bunnag is a T’ai Chi and Meditation teacher and has given courses in Europe and the U.S. since
1975. He is co-founder and president of Vinyana, an association providing training to professionals
and family carers on integrating Spiritual Companionship at the end of Life.

Yoga and Pranayama · Helen Collard
Pranayama is the practice of expanding or regulating the prana or breath. In these sessions you
will be guided through a practice in which we explore the psycho-physical effects that occur when
we develop a conscious awareness of our own breath; a practice that invites us to attend to the
body, attend to the mind and that which is beyond ourselves.

Daily Practice
Daily open sessions designed to develop a sensitivity to ourselves in relation to
others as well as putting us in the right frame of mind to experience the common
theme in our research; the entanglement of body, mind and matter.

Josephine Machon · In Conversation
Author of Immersive Theatres: Intimacy and Immediacy in Contemporary Performance, which
received the prestigious award of Outstanding Academic Title in the CHOICE Awards, 2014 and
(Syn)aesthetics – Redefining Visceral Performance. She is Joint Editor of the Palgrave Macmillan
Series, Palgrave Studies in Performance and Technology performance and a Fellow of The Higher
Education Academy. She is also collaborating on an interdisciplinary research project with
Punchdrunk Enrichment examining the impact of its work in educational contexts.

Magdalena Górska · Breathing Matters - a feminist intersectional political matter
Assistant Professor at the Graduate Gender Program, Department of Media and Culture Studies at
Utrecht University. Magdalena’s research develops a nonuniversalising and politicised
understanding of embodiment where human bodies are conceptualised as agential actors of
intersectional politics. Her work offers anthropo-situated while posthumanist discussions of human
embodiment and agency and focuses on the quotidian corpomaterial and corpo-affective
practices as political matters. She is an author of a dissertation book Breathing Matters: Feminist
Intersectional Politics of Vulnerability and a founder of the Breathing Matters Network.

Talks
A chance to enter into informal discussions with the participants and invited
guests about the important themes in our research.

Harriet Plewis · Talk Experiment: What I Do When I Think About Research: talking through sly,
dormant and illicit research methods
An open invitation, to anyone involved in research of any kind, to join a discussion looking at the
ways in which we move through and accrue knowledge, insights and ideas. For this experiment,
‘research’ is entirely self-defined: whatever it means to you.



The Self is Not an Illusion · 2014 · (16 mins)
Moral philosopher, Mary Midgley challenges a reductive view of the human experience that seeks
to explain everything through a rigid materialism. She discusses the breach created over the last
50 years between our understanding of our sense of ‘self’, and today's scientific orthodoxy that
claims the self to be nothing more than an elaborate illusion created by our brain cells and
processes. Midgeley asks, "if the self really is this elaborate illusion, what do we have to sacrifice
in order to hold that view?".

Biofeedback: The Yoga of the West ·1974 · (45 mins)
The ability of the mind to control the body is the subject of this Elda Hartley documentary.
Scientists Judy and Elmer Green from the Menninger Foundation, intrigued by claims that Indian
yogis can stop their hearts at will or remain in an airtight box for hours with no negative health
effects, make a trip to India. This film is an in-depth look at the Menninger Foundation scientists'
notion that perhaps if we can make ourselves sick, we can make ourselves well.

Something Unknown is Doing We Don't Know What... · 2009 · (105 mins)
Quirky documentary by Dutch filmmaker Renée Scheltema, who meets experts in the field of
science, alternative medicine and parapsychology as they reveal their views about the world of
the unseen and look at the evidence behind psychic phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance,
healing telekinesis and remote viewing.

Screenings
Films to complement the activities and give us more to think about and discuss.

My Stroke of Insight · 2008 · (19 mins)
An extraordinary TED talk, in which neuroanatomist Jill Bolte Taylor examines her own stroke as it
happened, her findings reveal compelling insights into how we might think about the brain and our
connection to others and our planet.

Workshops
The workshops are open to all . No experience is necessary. Wear clothes that
you’ll be comfortable moving around in. Bring a cushion and a blanket
Limited places · Book soon by email: flarebooking@gmail.com

Dawn Felicia Knox· The Echo Chamber
This workshop explores how sounds, words and ideas begin to shift and distort when they are
repeated both in isolation and unison. We will investigate how we listen and distill words,
ideas and sounds through our own perceptions and experience to change what they become.
Then, as we reflect them back, the echo changes shape to fit the room.

Denys Blacker and Ocells al Cap · Co-Arising
This workshop will be co-led by the group Ocells al Cap and will explore the possibilities of
improvisation as a non-verbal group communication and as a way of attaining con-sentment;
agreement through feeling. No experience necessary.

Harriet Plewis · Dynamic Emancipation Through Imagery
This workshop will combine the techniques of Infosomatics, Eric Franklin and some of the
principles behind lucid dreaming to explore visualisation as a way of getting beyond our (often)
heavy heads.



S L I C E, including Sister Shrill
Sister Shrill's mutual interest in women's rights, identity politics and popular culture has enabled
them to kick-start a powerful artist duo. They riff off one another, often switching dominant and
submissive roles, and interjecting humour, wordplay and improvised movement.

Ocells al Cap · We Were Waiting For You
Denys Blacker (UK/Spain), Lesley Yendell (UK/Spain), Mireia Zantop (Spain), Natàlia Espinet
(Spain), Sabina Vilagut (Spain), Helena Hunter (UK), Marta Vergonyós (Spain), Victoria Gray (UK).
The group was formed in 2014 and has been practicing techniques of attention to develop and
nurture intra-connections across time and space, and an unbounded group consciousness or
"vincular mind". These trans-actions are experienced as embodied and disembodied revelations of
psychic and agential entanglement, where your concerns become ours, your mind, our matter. It
is the generosity of "being for you", rather than "being with you". In this work we are offering you
a unique opportunity; to ask us an important question. Ocells al Cap will provide you with an
"answer" in the form of an improvised group performance. You can take part: If you have a
question that you would like to ask, please book your place by email at flarebooking@gmail.com

Francesca Steele · Auto-oscillate
An installation performance using nonlinear autobiographical memory, sound and light.
Francesca's research in the Visual and Material Cultures Department at Northumbria University
examines processes of trauma impact on art practice.

Laurel Jay Carpenter · I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and
the end
A durational visual art performance. Laurel's work investigates longing, devotion and intimacy.

Open Soundings – Collage
This session is an opportunity to read your own or found ideas, texts, poems, sounds or thoughts,
and be listened to. The session will be recorded, to make a sound collage. 6 -7 places are
available. To make a reading please book by email: flarebooking@gmail.com
Please let us know the approximate duration of your reading or vocalisation.

Siobhán Mullen · Velocity at Zero
Siobhan's current performative work draws from physics and fluid mechanics, using the body and
immediate space as a testing ground to investigate societal perceptions of behavioural codes.

Performances
The performances are open to all with opportunities for collaboration.

Suppers
Every evening at 19 30h, there will be limited places for supper with the
participants and a discussion about the events of each day.
Travelling Hearth Tapas
Incredible vegan cuisine prepared especially for Flare 3 by Christine Dixon
To make sure you get a place please reserve by email at flarebooking@gmail.com



Calendar of events
Please check https://flare707.wordpress.com for possible programme changes

Co-Arising is a dynamically interdependent process, where no element is immutable or
autonomous and cause and effect cannot be categorically isolated or traced unidirectionally.
The day will be dedicated to feeling how this feels and thinking how it matters.

09 30-10 00 Morning practice · Six Healing Sounds
10 00-10 30 Tea break
10 30-13 00 Workshop · Dynamic Emancipation Through Imagery · Harriet Plewis
13 00-13 30 Yoga and pranayama
13 30-14 30 Lunch
14 30-16 00 Talk Experiment · What I Do When I Think About Research
16 00-16 30 Tea break
16 30-18 30 Screening · Something Unknown is Doing We Don't Know What...
18 30-19 30 Performance · S L I C E including Sister Shrill
19 30-21 45 Supper with discussion · Proprioception

Sync-Down · Harriet Plewis · Wednesday 3rd May 2017

Listen-In · Helen Collard · Friday 5th May 2017
Sound and breath as channels in navigating areas of convergence in our psychological and
social being. The day will be spent in a variety of ways listening in, as a means to explore the
overlapping boundaries of our interior and exterior bodies.

Co-Arise · Denys Blacker · Thursday 4th May 2017

Taking time out from the upright, the eyes-open and the left-to-right to explore inner
images together and where they can take us...

09 30-10 00 Morning practice · Six Healing Sounds
10 00-10 30 Tea break
10 30-13 00 Workshop · Co-Arising · Ocells al Cap
13 00-13 30 Yoga and pranayama
13 30-14 30 Lunch
14 30-16 30 In conversation with guest speaker Josephine Machon
16 30-16 45 Tea break
16 45-17 15 Open Performance
17 15-17 30 Warm-up session · Ocells al Cap
17 30-19 30 Performance · Ocells al Cap
19 30-21 45 Supper with discussion · Trans-subjectivity

10 00-10 30 Morning practice · Six Healing Sounds
10 30-11 00 Tea break
11 00-12 30 Workshop · The Echo Chamber· Dawn Felicia Knox
12 30-13 00 Yoga and pranayama
13 00-14 00 Lunch
14 00-15 40 Screenings· Biofeedback: The Yoga of the West · The Self is Not an

Illusion · My Stroke of Insight
15 45-17 15 Keynote: Magdalena Górska: Breathing Matters - a feminist intersectional

political matter
17 25-17 30 Tea break
17 30-18 00 Open Soundings
18 00-19 30 Performance · Siobhán Mullen, Francesca Steele & Laurel Jay Carpenter
19 30-21 45 Supper with discussion · Flare 3, sharing experiences





For more information and bookings: flarebooking@gmail.com
https://flare707.wordpress.com

FLARE 2017
FLARE wishes to thank:

AHRC -Arts and Humanities Research Council
Northumbria University

Northumbria - Sunderland Centre for Doctoral Training
Vane and our special advisor

Dr. Sandra Johnston (Northumbria University).


